Metabolic effects of blocking lactate transport in brain cortical tissue slices using an inhibitor specific to MCT1 and MCT2.
A novel inhibitor of lactate transport, AR-C122982, was used to study the effect of inhibiting the monocarboxylate transporters MCT1 and MCT2 on cortical brain slice metabolism. We studied metabolism of L-[3-13C]lactate, and D-[1-13C]glucose under a range of conditions. Experiments using L-[3-13C]lactate showed that the inhibitor AR-C122982 altered exchange of lactate. Under depolarizing conditions, net flux of label from D-[1-13C]glucose was barely altered by 10 or 100 nM AR-C122982. In the presence of AMPA or glutamate there were increases in net flux of label and metabolic pool sizes. These data suggest lactate may supply compartments in the brain not usually directly accessed by glucose. In general, it would appear that movement of lactate between cell types is not essential for metabolic activity, with the heavy metabolic workloads imposed being unaffected by inhibition of MCT1 and MCT2. Further experiments investigating the mechanism of operation of AR-C122982 are necessary to corroborate this finding.